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Fear nothing in 
artvertising.
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Creative studio based in Cesena, north Italy, 
operating WW.  
Founded by Luca Gasperoni in 2022.

We work on visual, desing, audio projects,  
online and offline. From commercial campaigns 
to art installations we work on high ethic and 
quality standards.

Partnering with other studios and professionals, 
we provide a full creative and productive service, 
from concept and art direction we follow up a 
project into his practical aspects like designs, 
photos, videos, installations and more.

We are focused on higly 
creative projects, providing 
a multidisciplinary service, 
we enjoy challenging projects.
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Tokio 2020Grave Society
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Production.  Superflow
Curators.  Luca Gasperoni -  Luca Sarti
Art director.  Gaika Tavares
Designer.  Manuel Bozzi
Photographer.  Guarionex Rodriguez Jr.

A collection of five sterling silver jewels that convey a 
message of equality conceived by gaika and handmade 
by manuel bozzi in tuscany, in the oldest italian 
goldsmith tradition.

The strong social theme is engraved in the precious 
material as to symbolize a radicality in the act of showing 
ones ideals.
Grave Society is a stance.

See the products.
Https://manuelbozzi.It/collections/grave-society

CAPSULE COLLECTION
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Curator.     Davide Rampello
Art direction.    Marco Onofri
Multimedia director.   Luca Gasperoni 
Cinematography.    Konrad Lis
Scuba cinematography.   Michele Lugaresi
Graphic design.   Luca Sarti 
Audio recording.  Leonardo Passanti
Multimedia editing.  Luca Gasperoni
Performers.    Simona Quadarella 
     Margherita Panziera 
     Bruno Rosetti 
     Caterina Banti
    .... 

Multimedia art installation created for the 2021 Olympics 
of T1okio.
Technogym partnered with six athletes to create an 
audio video installation that describes the sense of 
lonelyness of the athletes competing at the olympics 
during a global pandemy.
The images were splitted on five screens with the audio 
working in sync between the different monitors and 
images.
Installation have been used at casa italia during the 
olympics and the expo in dubai in 2021.

Official video.
https://vimeo.com/639461393/12c8631d8f

Tokio 2020
MULTIMEDIA INSTALLATION



Haberowski
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Direction.  Michele Lugaresi
Cinematography. Michele Lugaresi 
           Luca Gasperoni
...

Oh!Vita is an album by jovanotti released in 2018.
With the album jovanotti realized different campaign to 
promote it.
Named after the album, Oh!Vita is a documentary shot in 
between california and italy, Oh!Vita shows all the 
process behind the creation of the album, from the
recording  Sessions to the making of videoclips.

The movie includes a part shot by Luca Gasperoni in 
Rome, it describes the story behind the lead music video 
of the album and the childhood of Lorenzo.

Full movie available on VH1.

Oh!Vita DOCUMENTARY
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Direction.  Luca Gasperoni
Production.  Superflow
   Auroom
Cinematography. Luca Gasperoni 
           Konrad lis 
Music.   Alfa Romero

wHaberowski is a biographic documentary on the life of 
Alessandro Haber.
It was shot during a tour named after the documentary 
that has gone live for years all around italy.
As the theatratical show was based on the dicotomy 
between Alessandro Haber and Charles Bukowski so it 
is the documentary,
Showing the raw person of Alessandro compared to his 
spiritual partner in life Charles Bukowski.

Full movie.
https://vimeo.com/647375151/c39f6249a9

Haberowski
DOCUMENTARY



Moncler Poldo
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Art direction.  Fcb Milan
Videography.   Luca Gasperoni
Models.   Elite Milan
Producer.  Niccolo Tiberi - 1806 agency

Carrera is an eyewear brand that designs and produces 
sunglasses and sports eyewear.
Carrera is a statement brand since 1956 for people who 
live by their own rules and approach life standing out 
from the crowd.Carrera is one of the 5 important in-hou-
se brands of safilo.
Safilo is the world leader premium eyewear manufactu-
rer.This experimental campaign was conceived with the 
aim of creating something that could be used mainly on 
socials.
The collection was split in different series with different 
specifics, so the commercial has been splitted in smaller 
commercials, one for each serie.

The outstanding stance video.
https://vimeo.com/320592610/3fe91eeb33

The golden touch video.
https://vimeo.com/320593003/220c585af6

The cool steel video.
https://vimeo.com/320593228/927c24ad5c

Carrera Eyewear
COMMERCIAL
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Art direction.  Isabella Novali
Video director.  Luca Gasperoni
Videography.  Luca Gasperoni 
   Konrad lis
Dop.   Luca Gasperoni 
            Marco onofri
Dogdels.   Argentovivo
Producer.  April Agency

Moncler Poldo dog couture is a luxury collection for our 
four-legged friends. A line made with poldo dog coutu-
re, a milan based team who have specialized in refined 
clothing for dogs since 2016.
The collection, which features clothing and accessories, 
embodies the love for man’s best friend. Only refined 
materials used guaranteeing absolute comfort for the 
dog in your life.

Director cut.
https://vimeo.com/439925358/5b4bb3b0fe

Moncler Poldo
COMMERCIAL



Silence
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Screenplay.  Luca Gasperoni 
Copy.   Luca Gasperoni 
Cinematography. Luca Gasperoni  
    Konrad Lis 
Casting.  Senape studio
Styling.    Marina Paci
Voices casting.  Superflow
Audio-music.  Luca Gasperoni
Production.  Senape studio

Avec le vent is an italian tailoring brand.
The brand produces a wide collection of hand made 
trench coats,  they are 
Sustainable, handmade and unisex.
The collection was inspired by the wind.

Short 1.
https://vimeo.com/510170384/d6018eefcf

Short 2.
https://vimeo.com/508488930/ab0b5c2031

Short 3.
https://vimeo.com/517089212/8fdaaddc74

Short 4.
https://vimeo.com/517089773/ea7a08eca5

Avec le vent
COMMERCIAL SHORTS
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Art direction.  Luca Gasperoni 
      Luca Sarti
Cinematography. Luca Gasperoni
           Konrad Lis
Graphic design.  Luca Sarti 
Styling.   Marina Paci
Performer.  Colette Gasperini
Editing.   Luca Gasperoni
Production.  Superflow

Silence is a conceptual album by Hunter-Game.
The visual work for it was designed to be both internet 
ready and live visual ready.
The images have been created on 3 layers, 
graphic typos design, abstract visuals and images.

The combinations of these 3 elements are endless, and 
the connection motion-sound allows a rythmical arrang-
ment of the Images.
Through this pack of images we created a whole cam-
paign for the album and we designed a modular visual 
live show to enhance the band show during the 2019 
tour.

Official video.
https://vimeo.com/338218185/a5cc1481f2

Teasers campaign.
https://vimeo.com/349017266/6e3ce84162

Silence
MUSIC VIDEO



Vento records
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Developer.  Mixedbag
Sound design.   Luca Gasperoni
Soundtrack.  Luca Gasperoni 
          Omar ferrero
Engine.   Unity
Platforms.  Play Station 4 
             Play station vita 
             Wii u 
             Ios  
             Mac osx 
             Nintendo ds3 
             Microsoft windows  
             Linux 
             Classic mac os

Futuridium ep deluxe is an indie shoot’em up video 
game developed in italy by mixedbag. 

The design of the game was influenced by the commo-
dore 64 title uridium and the star fox series.

Futuridium was the first videogame developed and 
produced in italy to be release on platforms such as play 
station and nintendo.

O.S.T.
https://soundcloud.com/lucagasperoni/sets/futuridium-o-
st/s-9ROeF

Gameplay w-sound design.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpqXKsJTkTQ

Futuridium
VIDEOGAME SOUND DESIGN
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Founder.  Luca Gasperoni
Design.    Luca Sarti
Managment.  Superflow

Music albums with tons of collabs from all around the 
world.
Multidisciplinary art installations.
Aye, keep it real, keep it G.

Listen.
http://superflowstudio.com/vento

Vento records
ART DIRECTION - MUSIC 
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INTERNAL Creative direction - Photography - 
Videography - Sound design - Graphic design - 
Installations design

Get that damn flow.

PARTNERS Brand identity - Productions - 3D C.G.I. - Events - 
Casting - Locations  

www.superflowstudio.com Via Cavalcavia 242 int.2 
Cesena FC, Italia

lucagasperonistudio@gmail.com
0039 328 2038069
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